Supplemental figure 1. Flow chart of the number of complete twin pairs and BMI measures.

226,327 twin pairs (986,658 BMI measures) in the CODATwins database

143,667 twin pairs (558,609 BMI measures) over 19.5 years of age

140,379 twin pairs (550,090 BMI measures) with BMI > 17.5 kg/m² and BMI < 40 kg/m²

140,379 twin pairs (365,830 BMI measures) after selecting one measure in each 10 year age group

140,379 twin pairs (373,924 BMI measures) after selecting only measures done in the same year for both co-twins

Abbreviations: BMI (body mass index), CODATwins (COllaborative project of Development of Anthropometrical measures in Twins)